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In Today’s Deck:

● Indexes Argue For A Bull Market, Breadth Disagrees

● Global Strength Being Tested

● Industry Group Trends Fading

● Sector Struggles Suggest A Test Of March Lows

● Bond Yields Biased Higher

● Liquidity Is Shrinking But Inflation Is Sticky

● Hard To Have A Bull Market Without Bulls
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The cap-weighted index components of our bull market behavior checklist have improved, but breadth is providing bullish confirmation.



Global trend improvement has 
run out of gas and our trend 
indicator has turned lower after 
failing to surpass its February 
peak. This is driven mostly by 
deteriorating conditions in 
Developed Markets. 



For the first time in 10 weeks and 
only the second time this year, 
more global markets made new 
lows than new highs last week.



Our industry group trend 
indicator is on the cusp of 
breaking down even as the S&P 
500 has tested its early year highs.



Going back to late 2022, every 
test of the highs on the S&P 500 
has come with a smaller 
percentage of industry groups 
trading above their 10-week 
averages. Last week, this dropped 
to 32%.



Sector-level trends paint a picture of weakness beneath the surface, especially if the price and momentum trends for Consumer Discretionary, 
Information Technology and Communication Services are taken with a grain of salt (those trends are heavily influenced by the handful of mega-caps 
that have supported index-level strength this year.



Until December, every time last 
year that our sector-level trend 
indicator moved into negative 
territory, the S&P 500 made a 
lower low. That trend indicator is 
hanging out in negative territory 
right now, so that change in 
character has another chance to 
prove itself. 



As the S&P 500 has pushed
higher in recent weeks, the
number of sectors above their
200-day averages has fallen. It’s 
not currently at a level where the 
S&P 500 tends to produce 
positive returns.



Despite several months of 
consolidation, the long-term 
trend for the 10-year T-Note yield 
remains higher.



Yields consolidating last year’s 
surge provided an improving 
liquidity backdrop off the March
lows, but that has faded. Rising 
corporate bond yields are a 
headwind for stocks.



The 4.6% year-over-year decline 
in M2 money supply is 
unprecedented but may not 
immediately lead to a 
disinflationary environment. 
Money supply is still 30% higher 
than it was prior to COVID. 
Similarly, the Fed’s balance sheet 
is falling but is still twice it’s pre-
COVID peak.



Headline inflation indicators tend 
to be more noise than news. 
Central-tendency measures (like 
the Dallas Fed Trimmed-Mean 
PCE index) have been sticky. In 
fact, inflation based on the Dallas 
Fed’s measure just hit a new 40-
year high. 



From strategic positioning & 
valuation perspective, this is a 
high-risk sentiment environment. 
That could be mitigated if 
investors would embrace index-
level strength, but cyclical 
optimism remains in short-supply. 



The II bull-bear spread remains 
above last summer’s high (and at 
a level consistent with bull market 
behavior), but active managers 
(NAAIM) and individual investors 
(AAII) show an unhelpful level of 
skepticism. 


